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≪Bodhisattva Practice Cultivates Buddha Nature≫
The season in which the pleasant breeze sways the green leaves and
young leaves has approached. At times during the day, we might
slightly perspire. Perhaps summer is just around the corner.
My friend, with whom I have diligently walked the path together as
“good friends” for 30 years, says she became a member of Rissho Kosei-kai because she was deeply moved by the joy and inspiration of
having learned that “everyone can become a buddha,” “we can attain
enlightenment,” is precisely the teachings of the Lotus Sutra.
Lately I have been vividly recalling how astonished I was in my
younger days by the tremendous capacity she possessed and sensing
the difference from someone like me who had inherited the faith from
my mother.
Now, why is that Lotus Sutra called the king of all the sutras?
The origin of the Shakyamuni’s teaching itself lies on the fact that the great disciples with brilliant
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minds and crystal clear hearts thoroughly listened to each and every word of Shakyamuni, whom
they regarded as their teacher. Moreover, after Shakyamuni entered parinirvana, these great disciples
。たしまれさ 生 誕にかや健お、で園のーニビンル日８
were repeatedly confirming with one another whether or not there were any mistakes in their recollections
しさ指を地天、れまゆあ歩七に方四、てしそ and mutually making corrections. As result, everything became integrated as one.
It was through such extraordinary efforts of the disciples of the Buddha that the teachings have been
accurately passed down.
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In what is called the first Buddhist Council in Rajagriha (the capital of Magadha in Central India), a
year after Shakyamuni entered parinirvana, 500 high ranking disciples gathered outside Rajagriha
and for seven months compiled and edited the teachings.
Over ten years ago, when I visited the Buddha’s historical path in India, I had an opportunity to go to
the cave called Sattapanni, where that meeting is said to have taken place. That day was a warm,
calm and clear day. Although we were surrounded by the refreshing and purely warm open air, I will
never forget sensing the feeling of being firmly pulled together by the sacred aura.
Because the sutras had been compiled in such manner, every sutra is sacred. The Garden Sutra,
Agama Sutras, Wisdom Sutras, Hodo Sutra, and all other sutras respectively expounded valuable
teachings. In the Lotus Sutra, however, the basic spirit of all the teachings that Shakyamuni expounded at the risk of his life had been integrated. In other words, the true meaning of Shakyamuni
words, “This is indeed the essence of my teachings,” is conveyed in an easy to understand manner
with expressions that are filled with inspiration.
What is the true aspect of this universe in which we live? Furthermore, what kind of existence do
human beings have? For this reason, how should we live?
Human beings, who truly live as human beings should, turn their attention to the happiness for many
people instead of only thinking of the immediate and short-sighted advantages and disadvantages or
profit and loss…
And, there is actually < an invisible world > above and beyond this. There is a great life force which
causes all beings that exist on heaven and earth to live, the one and only existence of the Truth. It is
the world of the Eternal Buddha.
Everything is caused to live by the Eternal Buddha, and we are being invited to such invisible world.
And, this teaching raises our awareness that all beings possess buddha nature; this teaching enables
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us to attain true liberation.
There is a verse in “Skillful Means” chapter of the Lotus Sutra: “Of those who hear the Dharma, not one fails to become
buddha.”
This means anyone who hears the Dharma that the Buddha teaches, there is not one person who will not become buddha…The major objective that the Buddha appeared in this world is < the one great cause > that is, they want all beings
to open the way to Buddha’s wisdom, they want to demonstrate to all beings the Buddha’s wisdom, they want all to apprehend things with Buddha’s wisdom, and they want to enable all to enter into the same realm as the Buddha.
He wishes for us to attain what is called the Buddha’s wisdom. Since this Dharma taught based on such great compassion
of the Buddha, anyone who hears this teaching, all can attain buddhahood.
Yes, that is true. He is saying that when anyone seriously hears and puts into practice even one verse of this teaching, he
or she can become a buddha.
When that happens, courage and hope for our life and joy will well up from the bottom of our hearts. We are all children
of the Buddha who possess buddha nature, so when we truly put the teaching into practice, we will realize that we have
within us the heart of thoughtfully caring about others.
“I wish to share the teaching with that person and have him or her grasp the true happiness.” When we actually carry out
such wish into action, we are engaged in the splendid and valuable bodhisattva practice. When we continue in that bodhisattva practice, the Buddha promises that we will all become buddhas.
When we are engaged in bodhisattva practice, our buddha nature is being polished and nurtured and we will become
aware that all is connected to accomplishing our character and becoming enlightened.
Gassho
New York Church Minister
Etsuko Fujita

Topic for May
For about three months from May 13, Mr. Kazuhiro Sawai, a student from Rissho Kosei-kai Gakurin in Japan, will be here at New York
Church for training.
The objective of his training is to practice at New York Church and to intern at Religions for Peace.
At New York Church, Hoza is held every morning with all participants mutually devoting ourselves to
learn.
During one of these Hozas, Mr. Sawaii shared with us what he learned while studying President Niwano’s
monthly guidance.
One day, a lecturer at Gakurin asked the students: “For whom do you think President Niwano writes his
guidance?” Mr. Sawaii said, at the time the students replied: “That, I think, President Niwano is writing
for the many people who read his guidance.” Then the lecturer said: “Well, he is actually writing for you
who are presently reading his guidance.” When Mr. Sawai realized, “Ahhh~, I see, he is writing this
guidance for me,” mysteriously each and every word by the President started to resonate in his heart and
the words gratefully entered deeply into him.
He shared that since he learned this, he started to read accordingly. He found that there has been a drastic difference in how he accepts the teachings. He said he personally experienced the feeling of being
totally absorbed in the guidance.
We are truly grateful for our daily Hoza and are learning many new things.
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Your heart and my heart are one.
We are interconnected
From Rissho Kosei-kai of New York, New York Chapter
When we think of the magnitude of your suffering, we feel your pain deeply in our hearts.
We wholeheartedly pray for your daily lives to become peaceful and tranquil as soon as possible.

We sent this picture along
with our thoughts and
prayers to the RK-Nepal
members.

5/8 Monthly Memorial
Service for May

5/17 Memorial
Service
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